Gel Polish"no chip soak off gel"

$18* Plus service

Acrylic enhancement that is to be maintained with 2 weeks
intervals up to 3 months.We are GEL POLISH EXCLUSIVE and do not offer
regular polish on acrylics.*Includes cut down

Credit,Debit,
CASH
DISCOUNT Gift Cards

Gel Polish On Toes

(Includes Removal
of old Gel Polish , Shape and prep of nails for new Gel Polish)

ManicuresCASH

$42
$32

$50

Stilettos,Almond,Coffin,
Flare Shaped acrylics
*Prices Vary With Length

$45
$35
$ 5
$15
$53
$ 6
$5

DISCOUNT

Quick-E
Classic

$15

$19

A regular manicure *includes cuticle grooming, shaping,buffing, hand lotion massage
with O.P.I (avo juice)lotion, polished nails

$25

Profiles's Signature

$29

Our very own unique manicure, leaving your nails revitalized and feeling silky smooth
*includes cuticle grooming, shaping, buffing, sea salt exfoliation, hand mask, tea tree oil
massage, paraffin wax, polished nails

$37

$35

$38
$ 5

Additional colors for full set or fill in

$47
$33

$19

Classic

$60
$50

$3

Polish change on fingers

$10
$12

Polish change on toes

$7

Longer Version on acrylics

Plus service

*Note we will notify that if we deem your nails are long we will charge as long versions

$8

Chrome or Holographic on Gel Polsih Only

Plus gel service

$41

Callus treatment (for Quick-EPedi only)
Message for pedicure(for Quick-E Pedi only)

$23

*includes

$29

$15

nail removal

Soak off Gel Polish Only (for those that

Profile's signature

$40

$44

$59

The Quick-E Maintenance

$63

Profile's "Hot" Milk

* Limited to children 6 yrs old and under prices may vary
CASH
Credit,Debit,
DISCOUNT
Gift Cards

$12

$16

$39

The Petite pedicure

$22

$26

$44

$52

Petite polish change on hands

$7

$65

$73

Petite polish change on toes

$9

$96

$104

$31

Signature manicure and signature pedicure
Milk manicure and Milk pedicure

$7
$10

The Mini manicure

Classic manicure and Classic pedicure

Personal Profile

$10

Kiddie Korner

Credit,Debit,
Gift Cards

Quick-E manicure and Quick-Es pedicure

Back to Classic

only want to

) /* includes shaping,

Paraffin wax on hands
Paraffin wax on feet

Our own new take on being pampered, While being soaked in a Milk bath, our expert
technician customizes your feet with treatment options, and massaged with Hot Stones
*includes cuticle grooming, shaping, buffing, intensive callus treatment, Exclusive
OPI
Pedi Line of scrubs, foot masks, massage with Hot Stones, hot towel, and
polished toes.

$17
$5

take gel polish off and not put Gel Polish back on
buffing, regular polish

Our very own unique pedicure, leaving your feet and toes revitalized and feeling silky
smooth *includes cuticle grooming, shaping, buffing, intensive callus treatment, sea
salt exfoliation, foot mask,paraffin wax, oil massage, polished toes

per min

removing artificial nails, shaping, buffing, polish

Artificial nail removal with any
Artificial enhancement service

$33

$7
$1
$5+

*includes cuticle grooming, intensive callus treatment, shaping,
Buffing, hot towel wrap, foot massage with
O.P.I (avo juice) lotion, polished toes

CASH
PackagesDISCOUNT

$50
$36
$12
$63
$53

Rhinestones *(for 10 rhinestones)

Pedicures
Gentlemen +$5 add

A Liquid form of gel that is great for those who are allergic to
primers or chemicals *includes cut down, gel sealer

Full set of clear liquid
Fill in
Gel polish over liquid gel
Full set pink and white liquid
Fill in pink and white liquid

$5

Artificial nail repair

Profile's Milk Pedi

Liquid Gel Nails"Organic Nails"

$12
+
*inquire with in
$4

*includes removing old polish, shaping buffing

*includes cuticle grooming, shaping, buffed ,QUICK lotion rub, polish on toe nails

$45
$38
$24

$29

French /American manicure

Credit,Debit,
CASH
DISCOUNT Gift Cards Artificial

Quick-E
$42
$35
$21

$25

*includes removing old polish, shaping, buffing

Our own new take on being pampered, While being soaked in a Milk bath, our expert
technician customizes your hands with treatment options, and massaged with Hot Stones
*includes cuticle grooming, shaping, Exclusive OPI Pedi Line of scrubs, masks, massage
with Hot Stones, hot towel, and polished Nails.

A powdered enhancement with a permanent French manicure
look, to be maintained with 2-3 weeks interval up to 6 months It
is recommended to have a pink and white fill every 3-4 weeks
while in between to have pink fills *Includes cut down, Gel Sealant over nails

$26

$16

A quick cuticle groom *includes cuticle grooming, shaping, buffed ,polish

Profile's Milk Mani

Pink and White Powdered

Credit,Debit,
Gift Cards

$12

$22

Nail art design *Full set
Nail art *per finger

$13* Plus service

Gentlemen +$3 add

Full set
Full set all colored Acrylic
Fill-in pink only
Fill-in pink and white *or
Fill-in all new color acrylic

Credit,Debit,
CASH
Gift Cards
Discount

Gel Polish Change On Hands

A polish that is a gel, this special polish goes on top of natural nails like polish
but in fact is a gel, will last until your ready to take them off.
Gel Polish Change On Toes (Includes Removal
Our salon offers 11 brands: Artisitc, Gel-ish, Gel-eration, Gel Color and Shellacof old Gel Polish , Shape and prep of nails for new Gel Polish)

Acrylic

Full set w/Gel polish
Fill in w/Gel Polish
Gel Sealer
Sealer over regular polish
Full set acrylic on toes
Each toe

Extra ADD-ONS

A

ARTIFICIAL ENHANCEMENT

Kids package
*includes mini manicure, petite pedicure,
with polish

$39

$42

PLEASE LET US KNOW IF YOU ARE TAKING ANTIBIOTICS
Credit,Debit,
CASH
Gift Cards
DISCOUNT

Eyebrows
Eyebrows & Lip
Eyebrows, Lip, Chin
Lip
Chin
Cheeks
Full Face

$12+
$17+
$27+
$8+
$12+
$17+
$42+

$16+
$21+
$31+
$12+
$16+
$21+
$46+

*NOTICE
Although we can not predict or guarantee who may react,
most clients do not experience reactions beyond redness
and minor irritation. Hair may break at the root during
waxing, if hair is thin or weak, causing some hairs to
grow out faster. Please follow these guidelines to
minimize irritation and possible break outs.

Whether you are visiting us for the first time or one of
our loyal guests, it's our goal to make you feel like our
only guest. For more then twenty years, our family
business has aimed to be the most innovative and sanitary
salon. We are pleased to have this moment to introduce
you to our vast array of sumptuous salon services. Now
take a deep breath. It's time to relax and allow us to
indulge and delight you.

~A CLIENT CANNOT GET WAXED WHILE TAKING ANY ANTIBIOTICS
~Avoid the sun immediately after waxing and wear sun screen;
recently waxed areas are prone to hyper pigmentation (permanent
darkening of the skin) if exposed to the sun or solarium.
~Avoid saunas, steam rooms, whirlpools and other heated sources
for at least 48 hours.

Find us at the Red Hawk Pavilion
"In the Island Pacific shopping
center next to Little Ceasers Pizza"

~Avoid heavy exercise for at least 24 hours after waxing.
~Do not use exfoliating products (AHA, scrubs, etc) and
loofahs
for at least 24 hours after waxing as they might further irritate your skin.
~Avoid tight clothing after waxing, especially in the waxed areas.
Tight clothing may result in irritation and ingrown hairs.
~No hot baths, hot showers
While your pores are open, they are vulnerable to irritation by the extreme
temperatures and infection by bacteria.
~Moisturize with a tea tree or lavender lotion after every shower, this has a
soothing healing, antibacterial effect. If using an ingrown solution, use
this alone until the ingrown and redness is minimized, then return to the
lotion for maintaining your bikini area.
~Routine waxing helps the skin get accustomed to the procedure and may
minimize irritation.
DISCLAIMER:Profiles Nail Salon has made every effort to ensure this
information is accurate. WE ACCEPT NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY
CONDITIONS THAT MAY OCCUR AFTER A CLIENT HAS LEFT OUR SALON.
Please follow the above guidelines to ensure that after being waxed,
that the open pores are not infected or irritated.

44066 Margarita Rd.STE #3
Temecula, CA 92592-2779

951-303-9997
Hours
Monday,Wednesday - Saturday 9:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Sunday 9:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Tuesday Closed

BOOK ONLINE

WWW.PROFILESNAILSALON.COM
Walk-ins & Appointments welcome

